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The fi nal push on day 5, (Monday, June 30), saw some 
notable drama on the leaderboard.

Kang Lee wrestled with his record-holding 
.23gram EZB, logging a series of 27-minute fl ights. He put 
in double the launch torque, but it still wasn’t getting all the 
way up. He switched to a sturdier .3 gram model, but still 
only managed another 27. His top time was 27:27.

In the meantime, Ray Harlan fl ew his EZB to a 27:23, 
which gave him all the incentive he needed to go all-out 
for another shot. Ray’s next fl ight was a fantastic 29:16, 
skunking the world champ in the second of his premier 
events!

Rob Romash fi nally took his last MiniStick fl ight—one 
last chance to avoid the embarrassment of being ousted 
by Nick Ray (not that there is really any shame in getting 
beaten by a former F1D team member, but that wouldn’t 
stop us from giving him grief). It looked like Rob’s 
extensive testing and found 5/99 was going to pay off, but 
then the model suddenly began sinking like a lead manhole 
cover, landing with just under 11 minutes. Inspection 
revealed that the motor had broken in fl ight.

Larry Coslick requested a few steers for his great-looking 
Intermediate Stick, and I was happy to oblige (I actually 
really enjoy steering—especially when it is someone else’s 
plane). It landed with 36:16 on the clock, and I congratulated 
him on topping the Intermediate Stick standings. He replied 
that this fl ight wasn’t for Intermediate Stick, but HLS (HLS 
is the “unlimited” category, so any model qualifi es). I just 
assisted in getting myself bumped into second place!

The fi nal visual highlight was Larry’s Ornithopter 
sashaying its way across the giant black scoreboard. 
There are grumblings that the current 
top Ornithopters really use most of the 
fl apping for propulsion, and “fl y” on the 
stabilizer wing, but that doesn’t make them 
any less fascinating to watch.

As testament to the intensity with which 
the Nats competitors fl ew, there were 
dozens of models lost on the tiles by the 
end of the week. Tim Warren drew up a 
detailed treasure map, with an accurate 
representation of each of the hundred or so 
tiles and Xs indicating each lost plane.

Riggers Joe Hunt and Jeremiah Riegert 
took the challenge, and prepared to 
retrieve the models. Joe went up into the 
walkway above the tiles and Jeremiah 
directed via walky-talky from below. 

After each model was located, Joe deftly 
nudged them with a pole and fl oated them 
down to their grateful owners. Amazingly, 
only one model came down in more than 
one piece, and it was confi rmed that the 

plane had already been broken during previous balloon 
retrieval attempts. We are recruiting Joe and Jeremiah to fl y 
with us next time—they clearly have the touch!

Check out the complete results listing for your other 
favorite events.

Overall, it was a very enjoyable Nats. We surely could 
have used more participants, but the ones we had made up 
for it in enthusiasm.

The National Free Flight Society (NFFS) Indoor 
Committee is working hard to fi nd an East Coast location 
for next year’s event, which should help bring the numbers 
back up to at least what we had last year. There is the slight 
possibility of returning to a well-known venue, but more on 
that later.

Many thanks go to a host of people who made this Indoor 
FF Nats a success. Andrew Tagliafi co graciously allowed the 
Nats to mix in with his annual event, and continued as site 
contact. Phil Sullivan logged endless hours at the processing 
table, recording scores and making sure things went 
smoothly. David Aronstein tackled the FAC events, Scale 
processing, and Bostonian charisma judging. District XI 
Vice President (VP) Chuck Bower and former District XI VP 
Mike Mosbrooker came down for a visit, and were quickly 
forced into duty at the processing table. Leo Pilachowski 
wrangled the ever-so-important helium. Dave Saks took 
almost all of the great photos you see in the NatsNews. 
And, of course, Ashley Rauen, Liz Helms, and Rachelle 
Haughn continue to outdo themselves with the quality of the 
NatsNews publication.

Start planning now to attend next year’s Indoor FF Nats!
—John Kagan

Jeremiah Riegert (L) and John Kagan. One half of an epic model retrieving team.
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Rob Romash helps both Nick Ray and Dave Saks wind. I think that makes him a super stooge?

Ray Harlan's model box accompanied him on the airline. It belongs in a science museum!
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Indoor Free Flight Final Scores
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We are somewhat of a big deal in Moscow, Idaho.


